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Abstract : The reaction '2C('Li, t)' 60 has been studied at E('Li) = 34 MeV with the LASL tandem
accelerator andQDDD magnetic spectrometer. Angular distributions to levels with E, < 11 MeV
have been obtained from 0° to 90°, including 0°. The results have been analyzed with finite-range
distorted-wave Born approximation theory . The a-particle spectroscopic factors and reduced
widths obtained are compared with those calculated with group theory (SU(3)) and other models .
The analysis ofdata for the 7.1 and 9.6 MeV J* = 1 - levels, which areofgreat importance in stellar
helium boring, yields a ratio, R, of dimensionless reduced a-widths B;(7.1 MeV)/B;(9.6 MeV)
= 0.3510.13 . The observed line width of the 9.6 MeV level (r~.m . = 390f60 keV) is less than the
accepted value (r~.o . = 510±60 keV) and implies B;(9.6 MeV) x 0.6. These results as well as data
for the 6.92 MeV J` = 2* and 10 .35 MeV J` = 4* "a-cluster' states indicate 0.09 < B;(7.1 MeV)
< 0.33 with a mean value 0;(7 .1 MeV) = 0.14f 0.04. The implication for stellar helium burning is
discussed.

NUCLEAR REACTIONS '2C('Li, t), E = 34 MeV ; measured a(E� B), r~ .m . . 'eQ levels
deduced S� reduced ;~; . Inferred stellar helium fusion rate . Magnçtic spectrometer .

1. Introduction

Among all the important reaction rates required in the calculation of stellar
evolution, the helium btuning rate from' ZC(a, y)'60is at present the most uncertain' ~
Knowledge of this rate is crucial in determining the mass fraction of carbon relative
to oxygen in stars at the endofthe helium btuning phase z -°). The course of further
stellar evolution, in turn, depends on the C/O mass fraction .

r Supported in part by the Nat;onal Science Foundation.
Tt Supported by US Department of Energy .
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Thecross section for ' ZC(a, y)' 60 at stellar temperatures (Ea x 300 keV) is largely
determined by two JR = 1 - levels in ' 60 (see fig. 1) . The dominant state is the broad
1 - level at Es = 9.6 MeV (I'Q ~ 0.5 MeV). A second 1 - level (Ex = 7.12 MeV)
although bound by 43 keV to a-decay can nonetheless interfere and distort the tail
of the unbound 9.6 MeV level near the 12C+a threshold . One can show that the
'ZC(a, y) 160 cross section at E ~ 300 keV depends on the a-widths, yä, of both the
7.12 and 9.6 MeV J~ = 1 - levels 1 _ s). The a-widths of the Jx = 2+ levels at EX =
6.92 and 9.85 MeV also may be relevant, but are not thought to be as important') .

NH2

Fig. 1 . A triton spectrum obtained at 10° (lab) . The spin, parity and excitation energy (Mew of known
levels in ' °O are indicated. T'he ground-state peak hasbeen shifted to the left from its actual position .

Attempts to measure directly the 1ZC(a, y)160 cross section at energies of astro-
physical interest are hampered by the extremely small cross sections (a ~ 10_s nb).
Despite experimental difficulties,l ZC(a, y) cross sections have recently been measured
down toEa x 1 .5 MeV, which was sufficient to indicate the influence ofthe 7.12MeV
level ' ). Extrapolations to Ea 300 keV have been subsequently obtained by fitting
i ZC(a, y) and ' ZC(a, a) data with yä(7 .1) and yä(9 .6) treated as a free parameters but
constrained initially stich that yä(7 .1) ~ yä(9 .6) .

Ideally, a-widths may be measured with a-transfer reactions such as (6Li, d),
('Li, t~ etc. provided these are"direct" a-transfers and do not proceed via acompound
nucleus or a two-step mechanism . Realizing this, Loebenstein et al. s) measured
6Li(1zC,d)160 at E(tzC) = 18-24 MeV and deduced a rather small yä(7 .1) relative
to yä(9 .6). Their analysis, however, is probably not reliable since at low bombarding
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energies the reaction proceeds primarily via compound nucleus formation . Similarily,
other measurements of ' ZC(6Li, d)' 60 and ' ZC(~Li, t)' 60 at low bombarding
energies (E < 30 MeV) contain large non-direct reaction components e-9) . The
' ZC('Li, t)'60 reaction appears to be favorable in this respect e " ' °) . Recent measure-
ments'°) at E('Li) = 38 indicate the predominately direct nature of the ('Li, t)
reaction at high bombarding energies. Unfortunately, these measurements did not
include much forward-angle data for the 7.1 MeV level nor extensive data for the
9.6 MeV or other levels. Calculations indicate that the extrapolation of the
'ZC(a, y)' 60 burning rate is determined by the a-widths, yâ(7 .1) and yâ(9 .6), and
not necessarily the "spectroscopic factor", SQ or Bâ of the 7.12 MeV level alone.
The latter is very model dependent and cannot be easily compared between different
experiments. Thus the fact that some measurements a.'°) indicate Oâ(7.1) ~ 1 does
not necessarily imply yQ(7 .1) ~ ya(9 .6) unless one determines Oâ(9.6) in the same
experiment . Indeed, recent data ")for ' ZC(6Li, d)' 60 at E(6Li) = 42 MeV indicate
R

	

0.6 . Similarily, a close inspection of previous ('Li, t) data s. ' °) suggests that
direct a-transfer to the 7.12 and 9.6 MeV levels may be comparable, implying
yâ(7.1) x yâ(9 .6), hence R z 1.
To help resolve these questions, we have studied' zC('Li, t)'60 at E('Li) =34 MeV

with a magnetic spectrometer. The latter permitted clean separation of the levels
of interest and allowed measurements at forward angles including zero degrees.
In addition to the 1 - levels of astrophysical interest, data for the other low-lying
states afford comparison with recent calculations of a-spectroscopic factors using
SU(3) wave functions' 2) and the orthogonality condition model (OCM)' 3) .

2. Experimental method

The experiment was done at the LASL tandem laboratory with a 34.0 MeV
'Li3+ beam. Natural carbon foils (98.9 ~ 'ZC), 40 ~g/cmZ and 175 pg/cmZ thick,
served as targets. Reaction products were momentum analyzed in a QDDD magnetic
spectrometer (dSl = 9.6 msr, dB = 4° full width) and identified with a helical delay-
line proportional counter's). 1'he energy resolution was 25 to 60 keV, depending
on the target and scattering angle. This was sufficient to resolve all states of interest
at most scattering angles and allow measurement of line widths, l'~ .,° . , for levels with
T~.m . z 20 keV.

Angular distributions were obtained for the levels in '60, Ex < 11 MeV. Measure-
ments at B,,b = 0° were accomplished by stopping the direct beam in a thin tantalum
absorber placed at the entrance to the spectrometer . The absorber allowed tritons
to pass through although degrading them in energy . The beam and target thickness
were continuously monitored with a solid-state detector positioned at a forward
scattering angle.
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3 .1 . SPECTRA

3. Data

A triton spectrum obtained at ©, ab = 10° is displayed in fig . 1 . Thespectrum shown
is a composite of three spectra (denoted by break marks) normalized to the same
integrated beam charge. The excitation energies and the spin and parity assignments
are from a recent compilation t4) except for E_ = 9.62 MeV, which was determined
in the present experiment. Peaks not explicitly labelled are attributed to the 1
t 3C in the target or other heavy impurities . Not shown in fig . 1 are data for the
unresolved 4+ +3 + doublet at Ex = 11 .1 MeV [ref. t4)] . Transfer to the latter was
observed at B, ab = 15° and found to be only 15 ~ of that for the 10.4 MeV 4+ level.
The selective population of the known a-cluster states, 2 + (6.92 MeV) and 4 +
(10.35 MeV), and particularly the ratio of transfer strength to the 4+ levels at 10.35
and 11 .1 MeV, .indicates that the data are consistent with a direct a-transfer
mechanism, at least at forward angles . An indication of the non-direct transfer
strength is the cross section to the 2 - unnatural parity state at Ex = 8.87 MeV as
this state cannot be formed as the result ofa simple, direct a-transfer. The cross section

TABLE 1

Levels In ' 60

') Unless otherwise noted the quantities listed have been taken from the compilation of ref. 's). The
errors quoted for E, are generally less than f5 keV .

b) The quantity listed is the observed line width (FWHM).

	

The accepted "l'~ .m ." include both line
widths and resonance widths, which may differ (see text) .

`) Experimental cross sections integrated from 8~ . . . = 0° to 90° . Estimated errors : t 15 ~ absolute ;
f 5 ~ relative.

d) Calculated Hauser-Feshbach cross sections integrated from B~ .m . = 0° to 90° .
`) Net integrated "direct" transfer cross section --_ aa,p-axF .r). Reduced by ~ relative to the other HF calculations (see text) .
~ HF calculations normalized such that ad,, = 0 for the 8.87 MeV 2 - level.
h) Measured in this work [the value adopted in ref. ") is 9 .632f0.021 MeV].
') Estimated from forward angle cross sections and therefore uncertain by a factor oftwoor more.

E,') (MeV) J")
l'~ .m .

this work s)

(keV)

accepted value')
aesv axe a) am~ `)

g .s . 0+ 51 13 `) 38
6.049 0+ 64 13 51
6.130 3 - 385 89 296
6.917 2+ 808 89 719
7.117 1 - 95 41 54
8.872 2 - < 20 53 53 ~ 0 ~)

9 .62 t0.02 °) 1 - 390f 60 510 t 60 178 28 150
9.847 2+ < 20 0 .9 f 0.3 72 62 10
10 .353 4+ 35f 5 27 f 4 3468 125 3343
10 .952 0 -
11 .080
11 .095



to this state is seen to be about 10 ~ of the 6.92 MeV 2 + "a-cluster" state yet
comparable to that of the non-a-cluster 9.85 MeV 2 + level ' Z).1'he 9.6 MeV 1 - level
is observed to be only a factor of two or so stronger than the 7.12 MeV 1 - level,
while both are substantially more intense, after including 2J+ 1 statistical factors,
than the transitions to the 8.87 MeV 2 - and 9.85 MeV 2 + levels . In addition, a com-
parison of cross sections to the 7.12 MeV 1 - level and the 2+ "a-cluster" state at
6.92 MeV, again scaling for 2J+ 1 statistical factors, also suggests that the former
has an appreciable non-compound component. These conclusions are consistent
with the theoretical analysis (sect . 4).
The energy resolution obtained (fig. 1) permits direct measurement of the line

width, !'~ .m ., of the a-unbound levels EX > 7.2 MeV, particularly the 9.6 MeV 1 - level.
In addition, the centroid of the 1 - level was determined using the known excitation
energies'4) of nearby levels. The widths and excitation energies are listed in table 1 .

Data obtained in the region of the 4+(10.35 MeV), 2 +(9.85 MeV) and 1 - (9 .6 MeV)
levels are shown in fig. 2. Also shown are curves fitted to the data in a least-squares
fashion utilizing a combination of Gaussian and Lorentzian line shapes . The partic-
ular fits shown indicate I'~.m . (9 .6 MeV) z 350 keV. Other, equally acceptable 6ts

'ZC('Li, t)' 60
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Fig. 2. Spectra near E, = 9.6 MeV. The curves shown are three-level fits to the data (see text) .
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Fig . 3 . Experimental angular distributions . The solid curves are Hauser-Feshbachcalculations normalized
to the 2 - level at 8 .87 MeV, exocpt for the g.s . which has been reduced an additional factor ofi .

(XZ/N x 1) could be obtained with l'~ .m . = 300 to 450 keVdepending on the contribu-
tions allowed from broad levels at high excitations, etc. Themean value and standard
deviation is I'~.m. (9 .6 MeV) = 390f60 keV.
The line width observed for the 9.6 MeVlevel is smaller than the accepted value ta)

by about 100 keVbut is notnecessarily the intrinsic decay width l'a aswe are observing
an outgoing triton . Any energy dependence ofthe ('Li, t) cross section or perturbation
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caused by the'Li or triton projectiles could distort the line shape although calcula-
tions indicate these have only a slight effect ( < 10 keV). A smaller I'a , of course,
affects the value ofSa (or yâ ) deduced for this state from the line width (see subsect . 4.3).
The line width observed in ('Li, t) is comparable to that observed i') in 1ZC(6Li, d),
viz. I'~.m. = 400±50 keV.

3.2 . CROSS SECTIONS

Differential cross sections are displayed in fig . 3. Also shown are Hauser-Feshbach
(HF) calculations for non-direct statistical compound nuclear cross sections' °).
The HF curves have been re-normalized by a common factor determined by fitting
data for the 2 - level. In addition, the HF calculation for the 0 + g.s. has been further
reduced ( x 3) so as not to overestimate the cross sections at large angles. A similar
problem has been observed for 12C(6Li, d) 160(g.s .) [ref. 11)] .
The HF calculations, in general, account for most of the cross sections beyond

B, eb x 70° and, if anything, overestimate the non-direct component for Jx < 2
and/or Ex < 8.8 MeV, as seen explicitly for the 0+ g.s . The cross sections for all
but the 2- (8.87 MeV) and 2+ (9.85 MeV) states exhibit a substantial forward peaking,
although without notable structure except perhaps for the 0 + g.s . The forward rise
of the cross sections appear to be correlated with J, with J = 4 the most steep
followed by J = 3 and2 and then J = 1 and0. The shape ofthe angular distributions
for the 9.6 and 7.12 MeV 1 - levels are essentially identical to within experimental
uncertainties. The errors shown for the 9.6 MeV state are due primarily to uncertain-
ties in the exact line shape for this state and to the contribution of the other nearby
levels (2 + 9.85 MeV and 4+ 10.35 MeV). Thevarious peak-fitting methods employed
gave results consistent to ± 15 ~. Particular care was taken to include realistic
"tailsH for the 9.6 MeV level so as to not underestimate the cross section.

Integrated cross sections, Qa :p, are listed in table 1, together with the corresponding
calculated HF cross section, QFip. We will denote the quantity Qa ;~ - Qe:p-QFIF
as the net "direct" component . We observe Q~xP(7.1)/Q~ xP(9.6) 0.53 with Qd;~(7 .1)/
Qa;,(9 .6) x 0.36. The latter is probably a lower limit as the HF calculation may be
an overestimate for the 7.12 MeV state, as explained previously .
The separation of Qd;~ into v~xP and vHF assumes that the compound and direct

mechanisms add incoherently although in theory there can be coherent interference .
Except for the 0 + g.s ., which is likely a special case as it differs greatly in Q-value and
spin from the other levels, the data are consistent with the assumption ofincoherence:
the large-angle data scale as expected for a compound mechanism while the forward
angle data for "a-cluster" levels rise rapidly with decreasing angle with slopes
characteristic of a direct a-transfer mechanism. Also, the HF calculations indicate
that aHF is a small ( < 30 ~) contribution to the forward-angle cross sections for
these levels. We therefore proceed with the proviso that our results depend on the
assumption of incoherent addition of QxF and Qd;~, at least when QHF ~ ~a=p.
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4.1 . DISTORTED-WAVE CALCULATIONS

4. Analysis

Finite-range distorted-wave Born approximation calculations 16 . "), including
recoil, have been performed . We define phenomenological a-spectroscopic factors
in analogy with single-nucleon stripping to a final state of spin J as

C dQ\exP -
(2J+ 1)S1 Sz ~CI

Cd~lDw'

	

(1)di

	

!	d~1

where S1 is the square of the overlap of the projectile ('Li) into a+t and Sz (= Sa)
is that ofthe residual nucleus (160) into a+' zC. The quantity C, is an angular momen-
tum coupling coefficient and (dv°W/dS2)1 is the distorted-wave calculation for a
specific !-transfer, calculated here in the post representation with a finite-range
program 16) . There are two l-transfers normally allowed -by the angular momentum
and parity selection rules, l = J+ 1 and I = J-1 . An additional, "parity-forbidden"
l-transfer (! = J) is introduced by recoil effects and is known to be critically important
in heavy-ion reactions . This is found to be also true for the present analysis of('Li, t)
although this !-transfer is often neglected.
The optical model potentials for the triton distorted waves were adapted from

ref. 18). Several 'Li optical model potentials were investigated with those given by
Schumacher et al. (set III) 19 ) deemed as giving the best fit to the data without ad hoc
parameter adjustments. Other 'Li potential sets, notably those having surface
absorption io,zo)~ yielded less satisfactory fits to the data. We compare in fig . 4 the
distorted-wave plus HF calculations employing 'Li volume absorption 19) and 'Li
surfacè absorption 1 °) with cross section data for the 0+(g.s .), .0+(6 MeV) and
1 -(7 MeV) levels. The 0+ levels are the most sensitive to optical model parameters
as only small l-transfers are involved. The surface absorption calculations tend
to fall off much too slowly with angle compared with the data. In particular, the
important region from B = 20° to 50°, which contains most of the integrated
cross section, is much beater reproduced utilizing volume absorption . Improved fits
could be obtained with surface-absorption potentials by introducing radial cut-offs
in the form factor so as to exclude contributions from the nuclear interior. The
spectroscopic factors then approach those obtained with volume absorption . Similar
effects have been noted in the analysis 11) of 1zC(6Li, d)160. Finally, one observes
that the relative spectroscopic factors deduced from 1 zC('Li, t) and 1 zC(6Li, d) are
at least qualitatively similiar for a given level in 160 ifoneemploys volume absorption
for both 6Li and'Li. Surface absorption potentialsproduce extremely non-compatible
results, however. We thus adopt 'Li volume-absorption potentials as those most
compatible with the widest range of data : elastic, inelastic and transfer reactions.
The a+t cluster wave function suggested by Kubo and Hirata was used for the

'Li projectile (N, L = 1,1) [ref. 1 ')]. The a-particle in 160 was calculated as a simple
four-nucleon cluster bound in a Woods-Saxon potential with the potential depth
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Fig . 4 . Distorted-wave (FRDW)plus Hauser-Feshbach (HF) calculations. The FRDWçalculations shown
employ 'Li optical model potentials having either volume absorption [ref. ' 9), solid curves] or surface

absorption [ref.'°), broken curves] .

adjusted to fit the known a-separation energy. The calculations for unbound levels
(Ex > 7.2 MeV) employed form factors obtained with the a-cluster bound at 0.2 MeV.
This should be suitable for high-spin levels (1 > 2) as the real cluster is "quasi-bound"
owing to the large centrifugal barrier. The broad 1 - level at 9.6 MeV was treated as
follows : Calculations were performed at several a-binding energies approaching zero
and the resulting cross section extrapolated to the actual a-separation energy . The
validity ofthis procedure has been checked by a comparison with zero-range DWBA
calculations utilizing unbound form factors 21). Although some uncertainty in the
spectroscopic factor is introduced (±20 ~), this procedure should not have a large
effect on extrapolation of the reduced width, yâ.
The quantum numbers (N, L) for the a-cluster in 160 were determined by the

expected dominant SU(3) components of the '60 wave function . Extended shell-
model calculations 1 s) for 160 yield a-cluster wave functions often having one fewer
radial node, N, for certain levels compared to SU(3) or a simple shell model. We
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TABLE 2
Alpha spectroscopic factors and widths for '60

') (Zh) are the SU(3) quantum numbers of the theoretical model wave functions describing levels in '60
[ref. 'i)] .

") The quantities Nand L are the radial nodes and orbital angular momentum assigned to the c.m . motion
ofthe a-cluster in ' 60. The corresponding FRDW form factors were generated in a Woods-Saxon potential
well with R = 3.0fm, a = 0.73 fm, R~ = 5.0 fm, and Vadjusted to fit thea-separation energy for a-bound levels,
or a binding energy of 0.2 MeV for the unbound levels (see text) . The first set of N- and L-values listed
correspond to the dominant SU(3) components'=). Other values used to determine S, etc . are shown in
parenthesis .

`) Alpha spectroscopic factors S, (= S2, eq . (1)) deduced from the experimental integrated cross sections
and the corresponding integrated FRDWcalculations using the form factor indicated . The'Li wave function is
that given in ref. ") (S, = 1). The first S, values listed correspond to the'Li optical model potentials of
ref.' 9) (set III) while those given in parenthesis were obtained using other'Li parameters'°~ Z°). The triton
optical model potentials are set II from ref. 'e) . The quantity S,/S,(4*) is S, relative to the 4+ level at 10 .3 MeV.

a) Reduced a-width calculated at a channel radius of 5 .4 fm inferred from the FRDW calculations (5) . See
text regarding absolute normalization.

°) The reduced a-width divided by the Wigner limit (710 keV; eq . (6)) . The quantity B;/9;(4+) corresponds
to B; relative to that for the 4* level at 10 .3 MeV.

r) The values ofNand L listed are those suggested by OCM calculations ") .
~) S, has been increased by 40 ~relative to a bound level as suggested by extrapolation ofthe FRDW cross

sections to the correct a-separation energy (Q, = 2.5 MeV) .
e) The values quoted are highly uncertain (factor of 2 or more) as the direct cross sections are not accurately

determined (table 1) .

therefore included in our analysis calculations with a~luster wave functions having
different radial nodes than those suggested by SU(3) configuratipns .
The parameters employed in the distorted-wave calculations and the results are

summarized in table 2. Fits to the data, including HF calculations, are shown in fig. 5.
The overall agreement with experiment is satisfactory for most levels considering
that no parameters have been adjusted. As noted previously three !-transfers con-

~` È
(MeV) (~~+)~) N. Ls)

Y, ,
(5 .4fm)d)(5.4fm) B;/B;(4+)
(keV) °)

0* g.s. (00) 2, 0 0.38 (0.10-0.40) 1 .26 (0 .41-1 .0) 20 0.03 0.27 (0.03-0.34)
(4, 0) 0.06 0.21 l5 0.02 0.19

0* 6.0 (84) 4, 0 0.11 (0 .09-0.16) 0.35 (0 .37-0.40) 49 0.07 0.63 (0.65-0.73)
(3, 0) `) 0.13 0.44 44 0.06 0.57

3- 6.1 (21) 1, 3 0.09 (0.03-0.12) 0.28 (0 .13-0.30) 10 0.015 0.13 (0.06-0.14)
2+ 6.9 (84) 3, 2 0.17 (0 .13-0.23) 0.55 (0 .54-0.58) 70 0.10 0.92 (0.92-0.96)

(2, 2) r) 0.17 0.58 49 0.07 0.63
1 - 7.1 (21) 2, 1 0.08 (0 .02-0.12) 0.26 (0 .08-0.30) 22 0.03 0.28 (0.09-0.32)

(4, 1) 0.03 0.10 15 0.02 0.19
1 - 9.6 (94) 4, 1 0.17 (0 .14-0.23 e) 0.58 (0 .58-0.58) ~) 54 0.08 0.70 (0.59-0.70)

(3, 1) `) 0.16 ~) 0.54 ~) 40 0.06 0.51
2* 9.8 2, 2 ~ 0.002 °) ~ 0.008 S 0.7 S 0.001 S 0.009
4* 10 .3 (84) 2, 4 0.30 (0 .24-0.40) 1 .0 (1 .0) 78 0.11 1 .0 (1 .0)
4* l l .l 2, 4 ~ 0.02 n) ~0.06 S 5 S 0.007 S 0.06
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Fig. 5 . Expenmental angul
.
u distributions compared with f-finite-range distorted-wave calculations

(FRUW) and the sum of the latter and the HF calculations .

tribute. The combined effect of the multiple !-transfers, particularly the recoil !-
transfer, is to wash out most of the structure in the calculated angular distributions
in agreement with experiment . Therange ofSa values obtained using different optical
model parameters, etc., are given in parenthesis in table 2. The corresponding
relative Sa values and a-widths (yâ and Bâ) will have a similar range of values . Note,
however, that the Sa values etc. for different levels will tend to scale up and down
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together for a particular parameter set so one should only compare a given set of
values, not the extrema among all sets. The variations in the Sa relative to our adopted
values are on the order ±30~. Decreasing the number of radial nodes for the
0+ (6 MeV), 2+(7 MeV) and 1 -(9 .6 MeV) levels as suggested by the OCM calcula-
tions's) has a 20 ~ to 30 ~ effect on the values ofSa and yâ deduced for these levels
(see table 2) .
The a-spectroscopic factors obtained from our analysis (table 2) are compared

in fig. 6 with those calculated from SU(3) group theory'z) and the orthogonality
condition model ' 3) . In principle theSa values are "absolute since we use a "realistic"
'Li wave function and a-t interaction so that the appropriatenormalization is included
explicitly' 6~ "). Although it is reassuring that the calculations and experiment are
comparable in absolute value, this agreement should not be taken too seriously
as there are many parameters that affect the overall magnitude of the calculated
cross sections . We therefore also compare in fig. 6 experiment and calculations
relative to the J" = 4+ "a~luster" level at 10.35 MeV.
One observes the following features : The "a-cluster" states (0+, 6.05 MeV ; 2+,

6.92 MeV ; 1 - , 9.6 MeV) have ameasured SQ much smaller than the calculated values,

1 .4

Iz

Lo
s~

ae

Sa

0.4

a2

Q,8

a4

a2

Experim~M
SUs
OCM

I~1 ~III
J~ : 0' 0* 3- 2' l'

	

1- 2' 4' 4+
c~r.tool cea IZU (e4) (2q ce4~

	

I84)

Fig. 6. Bottom : "Absolute" a spectroscopic factors for levels in 160obtained in the present experiment
(table 2) compared with values calculated from SU(3) and OCM theory '~ .'3) . The leading SU(3)
components are indicated by the (Zp) indices . Top: A comparison of a spectroscopic factors relative

to the 10 .35 MeV 4+ level, where S, for the latter has bcen set to unity.
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or at least relative to the 4+ level at 10.35 MeV. The OCM correctly predicts the
relative strength to the 6.13 MeV3- and 7.12 MeV 1 - levels while both SU(3) and
OCM predict a small Sa for the 9.85 MeV 2+ and 11 .1 MeV 4+ states, in agreement
with experiment . The Sa observed for the g.s . is larger than predicted by the OCM
calculation and appears to be more consistent with the simple SU(3) limit. Small
admixtures of higher configurations in the g.s . form factor e.g., N, L = 4, 0 would
reduce Sa, however (see table 2). The ('Li, t) results for the 9.85 MeV 2+ and 11 .1
MeV 4+ level are consistent with ' ZC(a, a) experiments and the small I'~.m . ob-
served for these states (table 1). This indicates that non-direct transfer mechanisms,
other than compound nucleus decay, are likely not significant, at least for these
levels . The fact that Sa < 1 for the 7.1 MeV level is not surprising as this level is
thought to be mainly a lp-1h state. The fact that the observed Sa for the 9.6 MeV
1 - is substantially less than unity is unexpected as this is a member of a 4p-4h
rotational band. This Sa implies a ratio of yä(7 .1)/yä(9 .6) which is larger than ex-
pected . As noted above, however, other members of the 4p~h bands also indicate
Sa smaller than expected. As is well known, a-spectroscopic factors are model-
dependent quantities (table 2) and useful primarily in testing specific calculations .
Themore model-independent quantities are the a-widths yä as these are the quantities
best determined in a nuclear reaction . Fortunately, these are precisely the factors
needed in astrophysical calculations.

4.2 . ALPHA WIDTHS

The reduced a-width yä is defined here as zz-za)
z

vä(S) _
~ S

~RL(S)I2,
2~a

where the quantity "s" is the channel radius, ua is the reduced mass and RL(s) is the
radial part of the a+ 1ZC cluster wave function at r = s. The a-width, l'~, for an
a-unbound level is then given by

ra = 2yä(S)Pr.(Qa, S),

	

(3)

where PL(Qa, s) is the a-penetrability for an a-decay energy, Qa .
The quantity I'a is the formal R-matrix a-width and not necessarily equal to the

observed line width, I'~.m., for a-unbound levels. Thetwowidths are often comparable
in value and become identical in certain one-level approximations sz) . Thus l'a and
I'~ .m . are often used interchangeably in the literature 14). We also often will assume
l'a = l'~.m . (table 1), although this may affect comparisons with l'a deduced from
R-matrix analyses.
The a-spectroscopic factor, S~, is related to RL(r) in (2) by

RL(r) =

	

SaR
°w(r),

	

(4)
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where RDW(r) is the model wave function for a+'zC utilized in the distorted-wave
calculations. Thus

z
Yâ(S) = Sa

~ s IRow(s)Iz .2~a
It is customary to scale yâ (or I'a) by the corresponding Wigner limits za)

Yw(s) = 3~z/21~~z,

rvv(s) = 2Yw(s)p~(Qa, s~
and defuse the dimensionless a-reduced width by

eâ(S) = Yâ (S)/Yw(S) = r~rw.
Transfer reactions involving strongly absorbed projectiles such as'Li are sensitive

to R~(r) primarily at the nuclear surface. One therefore should choose a channel
radius, s, appropriate to the particular reaction as yâ will then not depend on the
.precise form of the model wave function z 3) . This is important for unbound levels
such as the 9.6 McVi state as ~~then yâ is not,.greatly affected by extrapolation into the
continuum . We choose s = 5.4 fm as this satisfies the above criterion and also corre-
sponds to the channel radius commonly used in analyses of other experiments,
permitting a direct comparisôn of yâ . Note that 9â = 1 does not necessarily imply
Sa = 1 as yw,(s) corresponds to a particularly simple choice forRL(s), whereas Coulomb
and other effects should be included za) . Thus B~ x 1 and SQ ~ 1 may be compatable
for a particular choice of RL(s) . Conversely, Sa ~ 1 does not always imply 9â ~ 1
as is often assumed in extracting 9â values for levels in'60, particularly the 7.12 MeV
1 - stàte .
The values of yâ(s), Bâ(s) and I'a deduced from our analysis are listed in table 2.

Although these in principle are again "absolute" values, only the relative values or
ratios are determined with any reliability . It is reassuring, however, that using fixed,
"realistic" 'Li wave functions, optical model and bound-state parameters yields
absolute cross sections comparable to the experimental values for reasonable values
of Sa. This gives additional credibility to our assumptions concerning the reaction
mechanism .
The relative values of yâ and BQ for members of rotational bands are similar, as

expected, except for the 6 MeV 0 + bandhead which has smaller values . The 7.1 MeV
level indicates Sa x 0.3, when compared relative to the 4+ (10.35 MeV) state for our
preferred optical model set. This is compatable with the measurements of ref.' s)
at E('Li) = 38 MeV. We note that Sa Bâ z 0.6 for the 9.6 MeV state relative to the
4+ level, however. Our results for Bâ(5 .4 fm) are in only fair agreement with the
'zC('Li, t)'60 measurements of Pühlhofer et al. s) at E('Li) x 20 MeV but our
DWBA analyses differ substantially, in that we include the recoil 1-transfers explicitly .
Whereas we obtain BQ(7 .1 MeV)/Bâ(4+, 10 .3 MeV) = 0.28, they, obtain 9â(7 .1 MeV)/
Bâ(4+) = 0.08 to 0.25, depending on the value used for Bâ(4+ )7



Dimensionless reduced a-widths, Bâ, for unbound states in 160 have been deduced
from experimental and calculated a-widths by Suzuki 13) . His analysis (s = 5.4 fm)
indicates 9â(9 .6 MeV) = 0.70 for l'Q = 510 keV and Bâ(4+ ) = 0.34 for I'a = 27 keV.
Our values for I'~.m . (table 1) assuming I'a = T~.~ . then imply 9â(9.6 MeV) _
0.054±0.07 and B;(4+)=0.44±0.06. Combining these with out ratios for BQ(7.1)/B1(9 .6)
and Bâ(7.l)/Bâ(4+) from table 2 yields Bâ(7.1) = 0.19±0.07 and Bâ(7.1) = 0.12±0.02,
respectively . Including reasonable R-matrix level-shift parameters for the 9.6 MeV
level indicates I'a > I'~.m. by perhaps 20 ~ at s = 5.4 fm, however, which would
increase ©â(9 .6 MeV) and hence Bâ(7 .1 MeV) by a comparable amount . Additional
uncertainties of typically ±30 ~ are introduced due to relative variations in eâ
with optical model parameters . Including these in a statistical fashion with the
previous values for B;, gives

with a weighted mean of

We believe the above results to be the most self-consistent model-independent ones
that can be extracted from the present transfer data . These results are in good agree-
ment with limits determined from a recent analysis of 1 ZC(6Li, d) at E = 42 MeV,
which indicates 0.1 < Bâ(7 .1 MeV) < 0.4 . The values of Bâ(7 .1 MeV) deduced from
('Li, t) and (6Li, d) experiments appear to exclude values of 9â(7.1 MeV) ~ 0.10,
which excludes the lower limits of several other determinations 3 . zs-3o) of 9;(7.1) :
1zC + a scattering (0.06 < Bâ < 0.24), 16N decay (0.01 < Bâ < 0.11), C/O abundances
(0.01 < Bâ < 0.08) and early shell-model calculations (0.04 < Bâ < 0.12) . The
apparent agreement with recent hybrid R-matrix calculations, which indicate
0.08 < Bâ < 0.32 is not valid as . Bâ is defined in a different manner ze . a1). This is
discussed in the following section. We are in agreement with recent cluster-model
calculations (Bâ

	

0.15), although our value for Bâ(9 .6 MeV) is slightly smaller 1s) .

4 .3 . THE RATIO B;(7 .1 MeV)/B;(9.6 MeV)

' ZC('Li, t)` 60
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0.09 < Bâ(7.1 MeV) < 0.33,

9â(7.1) = 0.14±0.04.

	

(8)

It is convenient in comparing the various determinations of Bâ to consider the
ratio, R, where

R --_ yâ(7 .1 MeV)/yâ(9.6 MeV)

= Bâ(7 .1 MeV)/Bâ(9.6 MeV),

as this quantity should be less model dependent than yâ or 9â alone.
The ratio, R, of reduced a-widths for the 1 - states of astrophysical interests deter-

mined in this experiment has the value R = 0.41 for our preferred'Li optical model
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set ; R = 0.46 ['Li set of ref. Z°)] ; R = 0.23 ['Li set IV of ref. t9)] ; R = 0.15 ['Li
set of ref.'°)] ; and R = 0.28 ['Li set of ref. t°); 3 fm radial cut off] . Calculations
utilizing other a+ t2C model wave functions (table 2) give R = 0.29, 0.39 and 0.55 .
Alternatively, one may choose to ignore our determination of Bâ(9.6 MeV) and use
only our value for 6â(7.1 MeV)/B~(4+) with Bâ(9.6 MeV) taken to be 0.85, a generally
accepted value 2' 3). This yields R = 0.33, or R = 0.10 to 0.40 depending on the'Li
optical model parameters used .
The preceding values for R are to be compared with the cross section ratios

rr~ xp(7 .1)/tr~ xP(9.6) = 0.53 and trd;~(7 .1)/~a ;r(9.6) = 0.36 . As expected for this type of
reaction z3) the ratio of~a ;r corresponds closely to our inferred ratio R . The quantity R
depends on the magnitude and coherence of the non-direct component, trHF . Our
values for QHp are likely upper limits as we over-estimate the observed cross sections
at large angles (fig . 5) . An estimate of the uncertainty in trHF suggests R = 0.45 as a
probable upper limit . The mean value of all the above determinations of R and the
rms deviation is

Our analysis based on the present ('Li, t) data and the proviso trd~~

	

tr~xP -trHF
would exclude R < 0.10.
We compare, in fig. 7, the ratio R determined in the present experiment with other,

inferred experimental and theoretical values . The upper limits for the yâ values for
the SU(3) and OCM theories have been calculated from the theoretical Sa values and
our radial wave function for RL(r) via eq . (5). The lower limits correspond to the

as

as

a4

a2
gt

R = 0.35+0.13 .

THEORY EXPERIMENT

Fig. 7. A comparison of calculated and experimental values for the ratio, R, defined as B;(7.1 MeV)/
B;(9.6 MeV), St : ref. 2s) ; SU(3) : ref. '~); OCM : ref. ") ; Lo : 6Li("C, d)'60, ref.') ; We : '6N decay,
ref. ~e) ; Ba : '2C(a, a) and' 6N decay, ref. ") ; KTF: '2C(a, a) and'~C(a, y), ref. 2e) (see also ref. iq)) . A
recent '~C(6Li, d)' 60 experiment yields R = 0.6±`0 :; (ref. ~ ~)) . See text regarding definitions of B;

however .
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ratio of Sa values alone. The other calculation is that due to Stephenson zs) . He
assumes a 3p-3h configuration (1~ = 63) as the major component for the 9.6 MeV
1 - level whereas the other calculations use 4p-4h (îp = 94), which should be more
realistic . Surprisingly, perhaps, Stephenson's value is less than that deduced from
the more recent calculations . The experimental values shown come from many
sources : 6Li('ZC,d)' 60 [ref. 5 )] ; decay of ' 6N [ref. 26 )] ; analyses of' ZC(a,a)' ZC
and 'ZC(a, y)' 60 [refs . z' .za)], and our results for ('Li, t) . A recent analysis'') of
' ZC(6Li, d)' 60 yields R = 0.6±ôa (not shown) . Although other a-transfer data exist,
the ratio R has not been explicitly extracted although S,(7.1) or 0;(7.1) values are
quoted e-3o). An examination of the published data suggests R > 0.10, however,
which is consistent with the present measurement. Recall, however, that our analysis
also indicates I'~.,~ .(9.6 MeV) = 390±60 keVand B;(9.6 MeV) x 0.6 which are smaller
than the "accepted" values (510±60 keV and 0.85, respectively) .
Our value for R appears to be substantially larger (factor of two or more) compared

with other determinations . There is overlap with the upper limits of the most recent
analyses za - '°) of ZC(a, y)' 60, but one must use caution in making such comparisons
(see below) .
The larger R-value determined in the present experiment is not necessarily due

to a larger Bâ(7 .1 MeV) but is mainly due to a smaller 0;(9.6 MeV). Similarly our values
for OQ(10.3 MeV) and Oâ(6 .9 MeV) tend to be smaller than other determinations so
that B;(7.1) is still significant compared to B; for "a-cluster" levels in' 60. We note
that Bâ (or SQ) is not necessarily expected to be equal to unity even for a-cluster states
owing to antisymmetrization . Thus the simple SU(3) limits indicate'z) Oâ < 0.3
while OCM calculations' 3) give Bâ < 0.6, which appears to be consistent with data
for many levels in '60.

5. Stellar helium burning rates

The stellar temperatures of interest in helium burning correspond to an a+' ZC
energy in the c.m. system ofabout 300 keV [refs.' - a)] . At present a large extrapolation
of existing'ZC(a, y)' e0 data') is thus required . This is normally done by fitting data
for ' ZC+a resonances, ' 6N decay as well as ' zC(a,y)' 60 with Bâ(7 .1 MeV) and
Bâ(9 .6 MeV) adjusted to obtain a "bestH fit . The reaction rate for 'zC(a, y) at E~.~ . _
300 keV, denoted Sß00 keV) with units in MeV ~ b, appears to depend mostly on
Bâ(7 .1 MeV) [refs. ~~ Z')]. Although the exact relation between Sß00 keV) and
Bâ(7 .1 MeV) is influenced by the interference with other J~ = 1 - levels, a simple
one-level approximation suggests Sß00 keV).oc 0?(7 .1 MeV). Unfortunately, the exact
scaling between Sß00 keV) and Bâ(7 .1 MeV) varies considerably for the various
published R-matrix analyses z'- s°) . The differences appear to be related to the partic-
ular choice of certain R-matrix boundary conditions even though the same channel
radii are utilized (s = 5.4 fm). Thus the results from ref. Z) indicate Sß00 keV) _
1.42 B; MeV ~ b; ref. 2'), Sß00 keV) _ (1.710.4) Bâ MeV ~ b; ref. ze), Sß00 keV) _
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0.44 9Q MeV ~ b ; ref. 3 °), Sß00 keV) = 2.5 Oâ MeV ~ b . The conventional R-matrix
formulations [refs . z . Z' " a°)] suggest Sß00 keV) _ (2.0±0.6) Bâ(7.1 MeV) MeV ~ b,
while the hybrid R-matrix calculations zs) apparently have quite different implica-
tions.

It appears that the determination of Bâ(7.1 MeV) using an a-transfer reaction such
as ('Li, t) corresponds to the simple one-level definition of Bâ which excludes energy
shifts, etc. ZZ). It is known, however, that the 9.6 MeV level interferes constructively 1 )
at E~.~. z 300 keV which increases Sß00 keV) by about 30 ~. This accounts for the
differences between the results of refs. z " 2 '). The results of a conventional R-matrix
analysis Z') with our value for B;(7 .1 MeV) yields

with a mean value

0.15 MeV ~ b ~ S(300 keV) ~ 0.36 MeV ~ b,

S(300 keV) = 0.24 f0.09 MeV ~ b .

	

(12)

In contrast, extrapolating the hybrid R-matrix analysis ze) in terms of Bâ suggests
0.04 MeV ~ b < Sß00 keV) < 0.15 MeV ~ b but such a procedure is not valid because
of the different Bâ employed Z ' " 3 '). Scaling Bâ for this 2 ' " 31 ) implies 6â = 0.03 for
Sß00 keV) = 0.08 or Sß00 keV) = 2.6 Bâ MeV ~ b, which more closely corresponds
to other analyses . Using the latter then gives Sß00 keV) = 0.36±0.10 MeV ~ b for
our value ofBâ(7.1 MeV). Another procedure is to use a value ofBâ(7.1 MeV) extracted
from the ratio R (eq . (9)) and use BQ(9.6 MeV) determined in the hybrid R-matrix
analysis. This removes some of the scaling in Bâ arising from different boundary
conditions and a-' ZC model wave functions zz" aa " Z') . Such a procedure gives
Sß00 keV) = 0.13±0.04 MeV ~ b.

Considering the above results, the present a-transfer, data with BQ(7.1 MeV)
interpreted in a manner we believe to be most consistent with the reaction analysis
(sect . 4) indicates

0.09 MeV ~ b < S(300 keV) < 0.46 MeV ~ b.

	

(13)

This result is to be compared with Sß00 keV) = 0.14±ô:ii MeV ~ b [ref. 1 )],
Sß00 keV) x 0.25 MeV ~ b [ref. z')], Sß00 keV) = 0.08±ô:ôâ MeV ~ b [ref. ae)] and
Sß00 keV) = 0.08±ô:ôi MeV ~ b [ref. a9)] . The lower limits on Sß00 keV) given
by (13) thus overlap with the upper limits of several other analyses but would exclude
Sß00 keV) ~ 0.1 MeV ~ b.
A large helium burning rate would rapidly deplete carbon during the helium

burning phase of stellar evolution. An estimate of the final mass fraction of carbon,
Xc, has been derived by Arnett s) and others 4) in terms of Bâ(7.12 MeV) based on
the relation between Sß00 keV) and Bâ(7.12 MeV) appropriate for a 'one-level R-
matrix 2). Including constructive interference from other levels increases Sß00 keV)
for a given Bâ(7.12 MeV), as noted previously . Thus our 9â(7.12 MeV) = 0.14 f0.04
eûectively corresponds to a large "Bâ~ in Arnett's expressions, viz . "Bâ" =0.17 f 0.06 .
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Inserting the latter in Arnett's expression for X~ implies s.4) 0.07 < Xc < 0.27 for
M,lMo =8 and Xc < 0.51 for M,lMo = 1, where M,IMe is the helium core mass
in solar mass units. These values for Xc are smaller than those deduced from the
knôwn t ZC/ t 60 abondances in the solar system utilizing existing models of stellar
evolution a " a~ Smaller values for X~ would imply an oxygen enrichment (X° ,:. 1-Xc)
and would lead to increased synthesis of s °Ne and heavier elements z " a) which would
affect the scenario of supernovae and neutron star formation .
The above conclusions, of course, depend on the validity of the existing models

for stellar evolution and the exact correlation between the t ZC(a, y) reaction rate,
Bâ(7.1 MeV) and the ratio R - Bâ(7.1 MeV)/ßâ(9.6 MeV). Better clarification of this
relation would be clearly desirable . In any event it appears that data from a-transfer
reactions cannot be used tojustify Bâ(7.1 MeV) ~ 0.1 orR < 0.1 and the implications
for Bâ(7.1 MeV) andR > 0.1 should be considered in any nucleosynthesis calculations .
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